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Abstract.The work concerns mechanical systems with transient resonance formed as a result of an unbalanced
rotating mass passing through an area of the system’s natural frequency. In particular, this concerns over-
resonant vibrating machines driven by inertia vibrators, which during start-up and coast-down pass through the
natural frequency area related to the vibrating mass – flexible suspension system. The work analyses a system
consisting of a soft-mounted machine body excited into vibrations by means of the inertia vibrator in order to
designate the amplitude of resonant vibration, taking into consideration strong coupling between movements of
the body and vibrator. The research results are presented in the form of nomograms and approximation formulas
expressed in terms of relative parameters. The results of the theoretical research were verified on the laboratory
model and industrial machines.
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1 Introduction

Rotating machines with unbalanced rotors mounted on
flexible suspensions may, during their start-up and coast-
down, be subjected to strong vibrations. The appearance of
resonance is connected with the interaction of inertia forces
of unbalanced rotors with the machine body in the field of
the system’s vibration frequency: vibrating mass – flexible
suspension. Defining the amplitude of these vibrations in
the case of stationary resonance does not represent a
problem. Their values are decided by the particular
integrals of dynamic equations of motion which, as a
result of assuming a constant angular velocity of the rotor,
lead generally to a linear algebraic equation.

The case is more complicated when we have to deal with
transient states. Then, due to the variable in time
rotational velocity of the rotor, the dynamic equations of
motion are considered as non-linear. The simplest system
that we may deal with, consisting of a vibrating mass
excited with the help of an unbalanced rotor, is described
with the fourth order differential equation.We do not know
the analytical form of this equation’s solution. Therefore,
the published theoretical works concerning this matter are
based either on simplifications or on numerical models.
ieplok@agh.edu.pl
Simplification can generally lead to two cases. In the
first one, the simplification of the physical structure of the
system is performed to such degree that calculations to
obtain analytical formulas can be conducted. In this way,
formulas for resonant vibration amplitude were obtained
by Michalczyk [1,2] as well as by Agranowska and
Blechman [3]. In both papers, the researchers used
energy – kinetic energy balance of the rotational motion
and vibrating mass or the kinetic energy of the vibrating
mass and the potential energy of the suspension.

In the second case, the simplification concerns the
dynamic analysis of the equation of motion assuming, for
example, the previously mentioned course of the rotor
angular velocity to be known. This case is more widely
explored in the literature.These include thepioneeringworks
ofLewis [4]andKac,andthentheworksofFearnandMillsaps
[5], Leul, Dorning, Fernlund [6], Hirano [7], Banaszewski and
Turkiewicz [8] or Markert and Seidler [9]. The last of these
works contains the overview of the problem.

The assumption of a known course of rotating velocity
may lead to serious errors in the resonant amplitude
definition [10,11]. If, during the start-up phase, the
dominating role is played by the drive moment of the
engine, and the acceleration and angular velocity of the
rotor can be defined on its basis, then during free coast-
down the matter looks less optimistic. The motion of the
rotor is decelerated by the motion resistance and interac-
tion of the machine parts. This last factor, which in the
literature is defined as the vibration moment [1], plays a
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Fig. 1. Model of the vibrating machine.

Fig. 2. Placement of the body’s center of massmk in the systems
0xy and 0jh.
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key role and is a basic cause of rotor velocity breakage in the
resonance zone. The usage of analytical formulas intro-
duced in the mentioned works, and based on rotor
deceleration, leads to serious errors, and in the case of
machines with a large unbalance, such as vibrating
machines, it loses its sense.

In works [12–15] the analysis was carried out on a
system consisting of a mass mounted on a symmetrical
flexible suspension excited into vibrations with the help of
an inertia vibrator. Thanks to the transformation of the
dynamic equation of motion to a set of coordinates for the
rotor velocity, and referring the coordinates of motion to
the reference value, equations were obtained which for
coast-down phases were expressed by only two relative
parameters, i.e. the forced-inertia parameter connecting
the unbalanced rotor with the vibrating mass and with the
moment of rotor inertia as well as through relative damping
of the suspension system. This allowed to determine
nomograms which could define the amplitude of resonant
vibrations in the case of free coast-down.

This paper widens the knowledge concerning transient
resonance by performing analysis of a system of non-
symmetrical suspension, which is more often met in
practice.

2 Mathematical model

Figure 1 presents the model of the rotating machine with
three degrees of freedom mounted on a non-symmetrical
flexible suspension, which is excited into vibrations using
an unbalanced rotor.

In the Cartesian coordinate system, dynamic equations
of motion may be written in the form of the set of
dependencies (1).
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where e designates the radius of the unbalanced mass m,
J – mass moment of inertia of the drive shaft, M � drive
moment, kx, ky, bx, by – coefficients of elasticity and
damping on the x and y axes.

Assuming equality between the relative damping g of
the motion of the vibrating mass in x and y directions (Eq.
(2)):

g ¼ bx

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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2
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the degree of non-symmetry of the suspension can be
expressed using the relative parameter b, according to the
dependencies (3).

ky ¼ kxb ð3aÞ

by ¼ bx
ffiffiffi
b

p
ð3bÞ

Analogically, as in the work [14], the dynamic equations
of motion were transformed and expressed in a set of
coordinates for the rotor velocity. The mutual placement of
the systems: rotating and fixed, is presented in Figure 2.
The matrix of transformation [T] equation (4) enabled the
dependency between the coordinates of the mass centre in
both systems to be designated.
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In order to increase the ability to compare solutions,
values such as time, coordinates of motion, angular velocity
of the rotor, were referred to the reference values.
According to equation (5), time was referred to the natural
vibration period in the main motion direction, the angular
velocity to the natural vibration frequency in the main
motion direction, while the coordinate of the body’s mass
centre to the asymptotic amplitude of body vibrations.



Fig. 3. Coefficient of vibration amplitude multiplication.
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The dynamic equations of motion after transforma-
tions, took the set of equation (6) form.
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Thanks to the transformation and introduction of
relative coordinates, it was possible to define relative
parameters expressing the machine’s dimensions, i.e. the
parameter of inertia-imbalance:

s ¼ m2e2

mcJ
ð9Þ

as well as the parameter of excitation:

q ¼ M

J

1

v2
0

ð10Þ

3 Nomograms

As the result of creating relative parameters, the set of 9
physical parameters describing machines, including: body
mass mk, vibrator mass m, radius of the unbalanced
vibrator e, coefficients of suspension flexibility kx, ky, bx, by,
moment of inertia of the drive shaft J (together with the
vibrator) and drive momentM, was decreased to 4 relative



Fig. 4. Time graphs.
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parameters: s, g, b, q. This provided the capability of
designating nomograms connected with the amplitude of
resonant vibrations depending on the system parameters,
without the need for simplifications. In the case of
resonance appearing in the free coast-down of a rotor, it
is even more beneficial, because the excitation parameter q
takes the zero value, and braking of the rotor and slowing
down of the machine motion occurs only thanks to the
diffusion of energy in the damping elements bx and by.
Figure 3 presents three such nomograms. They present the
coefficient of vibration amplitude multiplication

a ¼ Ares

A∞
ð11Þ

for a steel suspension (Fig. 3a), a rubber suspension (Fig.
3b) and for a strongly dumped case of elastic suspension
(Fig. 3c).

Nomograms were obtained by the numerical integra-
tion of the set of equations (6). The start-up, steady state
and the machine coast-down were simulated for the typical
variability range of s and b parameters. On the basis of the
vibration waveforms of the machine body in the coast-
down phase the resonance vibrations amplitudes Ares were
determined. They allowed to determine coefficients of the
vibration amplitude a multiplication, in relation to A∞
value.
For systems in which the machine body performs
rectlinear movement, the characteristics for b=1000 may
be used to define the coefficient of vibration amplitude
multiplication. It can also be seen that for this type of
movement, the average vibration moment for the vibration
period is two times lower than for the motion of the body on
a symmetrical suspension. This enables the use of a
nomogram for symmetrical suspensions (described in detail
in the work [15]) using two-times grater value of the
parameter s. This correctness may be confirmed by
comparing the characteristics presented in Figure 3, for
b=1 and b= 1000.

Analysing the nomograms, it can generally be stated
that an increase of the parameter s causes a decrease of the
coefficient of vibration amplitude multiplication a, and
non-symmetry of the suspension increases its value. In the
case of non-symmetry, we observe visible irregularities
characteristic of unexpected raises and intertwining.

These irregularities which are visible, especially at
lower values of damping, can be explained by means of
computer simulations. In Figure 4a and d, the amplitudes
of the machine body vibrations for a symmetrical
suspension and conducted rectlinearlly are presented,
respectively. In these cases, only one resonance occurs
and the characteristics of the coefficient a monotonically
and smoothly reduce their values. In the case of non-
symmetrical suspensions Figure 4b and c, two resonances



Table 1. Coefficients of approximating hyperbola.

b a b c RMSD

0.1 147.28 6.729 �22.39 0.078
0.2 141.82 6.662 �21.62 0.081
0.3 104.75 6.144 �16.29 0.225
0.4 0.23 5.829 �12.17 0.309
0.5 191.34 7.459 �25.49 0.449
0.6 742.10 11.973 �64.82 0.466
0.7 513.36 10.133 �53.55 0.506
0.8 347.72 8.660 �42.73 0.125
0.9 142.21 6.287 �24.57 0.152
1.0 103.29 6.347 �16.75 0.058
1000 148.13 6.740 �22.51 0.072

Table 2. Coefficients of linear approximation.

b a b RMSD

o.1 �4.089 �1.209 0.06
0.2 �4.508 �1.979 0.09
0.3 �4.429 �1.735 0.13
0.4 �4.317 �1.356 0.13
0.5 �4.312 �1.251 0.07
0.6 �4.318 �1.103 0.05
0.7 �4.513 �1.319 0.12
0.8 �5.253 �2.872 0.18
0.9 �6.039 �5.157 0.23
1.0 �4.324 �2.902 0.14
1000 �4.503 �2.081 0.14
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appear, which to a larger or smaller degree interact with
each other. This interaction means that the second
resonance to take place may take a value larger in relation
to the first one, which generally appears as a disorder of the
regular course of characteristics.

In the case of suspensions made of steel elements, an
approximating formula for nomograms was accepted in the
form of a hyperbola (Eq. (12)). The characteristic features
of strongly damped suspensions, e.g. of rubber, show
greater regularity, and on graphs with a logarithmic scale
they are approximated to straight line (Eq. (13)). Tables 1
and 2 present values of coefficient a, b, c for both cases
presented above.

a ¼ a

logðsÞ þ b
þ c ð12Þ

a ¼ a⋅logðsÞ þ b ð13Þ
4 Experimental research

The experimental sample verification of theoretical
considerations was obtained by tests conducted for a
vibrating screening machine, presented in Figure 5. The
machine consisted of a frame, to which, with the help of
steel springs, a sieve with an inertia vibrator was attached.
The vibrator was placed in the centre of the vibrating sieve
and driven with an electric motor. The way of suspending
and placing the vibrator ensured a translationmovement of
the sieve, and therefore a motion was in accordance with
the accepted theoretical model. Suspensions of this type are
characterised by strong non-symmetry. Springs work only
vertically, however, horizontal return motion of the sieve
(axial movement) is mainly ensured by gravity.

Due to a relatively low frequency of natural vibrations
(approx. 3Hz) and a relatively high vibration amplitude
(over a dozen millimetres), registration of displacement
was conducted by means of a visual method based on a fast
camera. A detailed description of the used method can be
found in the work [16].

Figures 6 and 7 present the waveforms of the vertical
and horizontal coordinates of the mass centre of the sieve of
the screening machine. As can be seen, the greatest
vibration amplitude took place in the coast-down in a
vertical direction and equalled 15.04mm.

Based on the value of relative parameter s (Eq. (15)), as
well as nomograms from Figure 3a, it is possible to read the
coefficient of vibration amplitude multiplication a≈ 8.04
(compare Eq. (17)). Multiplying its value with the base
amplitude (Eq. (16)) the maximum vibration amplitude



Fig. 5. Photograph of the screen unit.

Fig. 6. Coast-down phase. Vertical vibrations of the centre of the
screen unit.

Fig. 7. Coast-down. Horizontal vibrations of the centre of the
screen unit.
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(Eq. (18)) in the coast-down of the machine was
designated. Comparing the result to the measured value,
a relative error equalling approx. 70% was obtained.

mc ¼ 420 kg
me ¼ 1:345 kg⋅m
J ¼ 0:334 kg⋅m2

kx ¼ 87:77⋅10þ3 N⋅m�1

ð14Þ

s ¼ með Þ2
Jmc

¼ 1:3452 kg2⋅m2

0:334 kg⋅m2⋅420:3 kg
≅ 0:013 ð15Þ

A∞ ¼ me

mc
¼ 1:345 kg⋅m

420:3 kg
¼ 3:2mm ð16Þ

a ¼ 147:28

logð0:013Þ þ 6:73
� 22:39 ¼ 8:01 ð17Þ
Ares ¼ a⋅A∞ ¼ 8:04⋅3:2mm ¼ 25:6mm ð18Þ

D% ¼ 25:6mm� 15:04mm

15:04mm
⋅100% ¼ 70% ð19Þ

This relatively high error was mainly caused by
assuming the nomogram intended for steel, while in this
particular case, the elastic suspension system reveals
significantly higher damping. On the basis of natural
vibrations of the sieve unit (Fig. 8) it is possible to
determine, on the grounds of the logarithmic decrement of
vibrations decay, more accurate value of the damping
coefficient. According to calculations in equation (20),
g=0.039.

bx ¼ 2mc

ln Aðt0Þ
Aðt0þnT Þ
nT

¼ 2⋅420:3 kg

� ln 59
14

ð3:33 s� 0:8 sÞ ¼ 477:3N·s·m�1 ð20aÞ

g ¼ bx

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mckx

p ¼ 0:039 ð20bÞ

Now, on the bases of Figure 3b and c, it is possible to
determine the average value of the multiplication ratio of
vibrations a. It is equal 6:4þ5:4

2 ¼ 5:9, which provides the
resonance vibrations amplitude app. 18.8mm and relative
error 26%.

It is worth referring to publication [17], which shows the
results of machine vibration measurements conducted on a
laboratory model – Figure 9. Mounted on four springs, the
machine was characterised by a typical non-symmetry of
the suspension vertically and horizontally. Based on
Figure 10 (Fig. 6b on p. 48 of the publication), it is
possible to read the amplitude of resonant vibrations
during coast-down of the machine. In turn, details of the
laboratory stand construction and the basic values of the



Fig. 8. Free vertical vibrations of the center of the screen unit.
Fig. 9. Photograph of the research stand: 1–machine body, 2–
vibrator, 3–spring, 4–motor, 5–seat [14].
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machine’s physical parameters can be found in the work
[14] on pp. 70–72. Synthetically combining the data from
both publications, it is possible to give the following values:

mc ¼ 187:8 kg
me ¼ 0:0736 kg⋅m
g ¼ 0:01
J ¼ 0:0138 kg⋅m2

kx
ky

≈ 4

Ares ¼ 4:68mm

ð21Þ

On their basis, it is possible to designate the relative
parameter s=2.1 ⋅ 10�3 and further on the basis of the
nomogram for b=0.25, the value of the coefficient of
amplitude multiplication a≈ 13.95 – calculation equations
(22) and (23). Referring its value to the base amplitude, it is
possible to designate the theoretical value of the resonant
amplitude. In this case, the relative error of the theoretical
and measured values equalled 17.5%.

aðb¼0:2Þ ¼ 141:82

logð0:0021Þ þ 6:662
� 21:62 ¼ 13:97 ð22Þ

aðb¼0:3Þ ¼
104:75

logð0:0021Þ þ 6:144
� 16:29 ¼ 13:93 ð23Þ

5 Conclusions

The work presents a method for designating the amplitude
of resonant vibrations of machines and devices mounted on
flexible suspensions and excited using an unbalanced rotor.
The research is limited to the case of the free coast-down
phase of a rotor due to the fact that during this phase
vibrations of the greatest amplitude are observed. The
nomograms presented in the work allow the maximum
vibration amplitude to be designated based only on the
system’s physical parameters, without the necessity to
designate the angular deceleration of the rotor. This is the
main difference as compared with existing publications and
is of primary significance. It relieves users of the difficulty of
estimating decelerations, which during the rotormovement
through areas of resonance violently change their values –
from lower before entering into resonance, to significantly
higher while the rotor passes through resonance. In the
author’s opinion, due to the evidently variable angular
velocity of the rotor in its resonance area, researches based
on the rotor deceleration are of no application.

Exceptions can constitute machines with small unbal-
ances of a rotor in reference to its inertia or with forced
braking, ensuring the angular deceleration maintenance at
the given level.

Of course, there are energy approaches as mentioned in
the introduction of the works of Michalczyk, however,
these assume the complete flow of kinetic energy between
the rotating movement of the rotor and the translation
movement of the vibrating mass. This assumption may be
accepted only in the case of highly-unbalanced rotors, e.g. a
vibrating machine driven with an inertia vibrator. As can
be noticed, the formula for vibration amplitudeAres ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
J
mc

q
depends in this case only on the vibrating mass and mass
moment of inertia of the drive shaft, and does not take into
consideration the influence of suspension damping or
vibrator unbalance; while these parameters, as can be seen
from the presented nomograms, are of significance. Using
the above-mentioned formula for the amplitude of resonant
vibrations, we would receive 28mm for the screening
machine and 8.6mm for the laboratory model.

The work also allows the visual comparative analysis of
the influence of a machine’s physical parameters on the
analysed values, which in the case of non-linear equations is
significant. In particular, the influence of the degree of a
suspension’s non-symmetry on the vibration amplitude
increase is very clearly presented. The results obtained
during laboratory tests confirmed the usefulness of nomo-
grams. The errors obtained while comparing the experi-
mental results with the estimations from nomograms did
not exceed thirty percent, which in comparison with a few
hundred percent shown in the work [10] is a significantly
better result and qualifies for technical applications.



Fig. 10. The courses of center of mass machine body in x, y, z directions. Description in [17].
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Nomenclature
a
 coefficient of vibration amplitude multiplication

b
 coefficient of suspension non-symmetry

g
 relative coefficient of damping

s
 parameter of inertia-imbalance

f
 angle of vibrator rotation

jC, hC
 coordinates of the body centre of mass

jr, hr
 relative coordinates of the body centre of mass

v
 angular velocity of unbalance mass

v0
 angular velocity of natural vibration of machine

mass

vr
 relative angular velocity of unbalance mass

a, b, c
 coefficient of approximation

Ares
 resonance amplitude of vibration

A∞
 asymptotic amplitude of vibration

bx, by
 coefficients of damping

e
 radius of the unbalanced mass

J
 mass moment of inertia of the drive shaft

kx, ky
 coefficients of elasticity

m
 mass of inertia vibrator

mc
 total mass of machine, mc=mk+m

mk
 mass of machine body

M
 drive moment

RMSD
 root-mean-square deviation

q
 parameter of excitation
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